Chapter 1
The Theory and Politics of
Postmodernism: By Way
of an Introduction
Roy Boyne and Ali Rattansi

Many sociologists, cultural commentators, literary theorists and
philosophers have been intrigued by the idea of postmodernity for
some time now, and this interest is reflected in the considerable
outpouring of writing on the topic which has appeared over the last
year or two. There seems, however, to be scant agreement on
how the crucial terms in these discussions are to be understood.
'Modernity' and 'postmodernity', 'modernism' and 'postmodernism' appear and reappear in philosophical, literary and other texts
in what is at first sight a bewildering array of guises. Combined,
especially in Britain, with a scepticism towards fashionable especially French - debates as well as resistance to what are seen
as trendy neologisms, particularly in the realm of culture and
aesthetics, there is a danger that much of the debate about
postmodernism will remain on the academic and cultural margins,
the property of an avant-garde but held generally in deep suspicion
and even derision by the rest.
This collection is offered in the belief that the debate about
postmodernism addresses issues that are actually of crucial significance to the humanities and the social sciences and, more
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generally, raise profound political questions for the late twentieth
century and beyond.
But a fuller engagement with the debates needs some preliminary clarification of the key terms and interventions around
which the discussions are constructed. We attempt to provide this
in what follows, which is intended more as an over-arching essay
that frames the papers in the volume, rather than the sort of
conventional editorial introduction which focuses primarily on the
essays in a collection. Our strategy is borne of the strong sense that
an accessible overview of the key terms and issues would help
many to get an initial purchase on what appears at first sight to be
an impenetrable and specialised debate. Moreover, we hope that
our essay will make simplistic, dismissive judgements on the
theoretical and political significance of these developments more
difficult to sustain.
We must inquire first into whatever it is that postmodernity is
taken to have replaced. We must ask, therefore, what is the nature
of modernity.
.,

~be Two Sides of Modernity
In a widely read and indeed justly celebrated discussion, Berman
attempts to encapsulate the experience of modernity by describing
it as a maelstrom that 'promises adventure, joy and growth, trans- ~
formation of ourselves and the world', but also threatens to destroy
cherished traditions and securities; it unites by cutting across class,
region and ideology and yet disintegrates through incessant
change, contradiction and ambiguity. It is generated, he says, by
great discoveries in the physical sciences, changing our images
of the universe and our place in it; the industrialization of
production, which transforms scientific knowledge into technology, creates new human environments and destroys old ones,
speeds up the whole tempo of life, generates new forms of
corporate power and' class struggle; immense demographic
upheavals, severing millions of people from their ancestral
habitats, hurtling them half-way across the world into new lives;
rapid and often cataclysmic urban growth; systems of mass
communication, dynamic in their development, enveloping and
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binding together the most diverse people and societies; increasingly powerful national states, bureaucratically structured and
operated, constantly striving to expand their powers; mass social
movements of people, and peoples, challenging their political
and economic rulers, striving to gain some control over their
lives; finally, bearing and driving all these people and institutiom. along an ever-expanding, drastically fluctuating capitalist
world market. (Berman, 1983, p. 16).
Berman's powerful prose captures the global social and political
consequences of the forces unleashed on the world by urbanisation,
the industrial revolution and the French revolution which are
generally taken to have produced the distinctly 'modem' experience. Yet Berman makes little of the term postmodernism,
assimilating it as an uninteresting phase of 'modernism', and his
description of modernity also absorbs features that many regard as
distinctly postmodem.
Importantly, Berman also underplays the significance of an
Enlightenment Weltanschauung, a belief in the omnipotence and
liberating potential immanent in the application of reason and
science to both the natural environment and to social relations, a
total ising confidence in the ability of human reason to penetrate to
the essential truth of physical and social conditions, thus making
them amenable to rational control. In the debates about postmodernism, the Enlightenment and its legacy have become a
polarising axis, defended by those, such as Habermas, intent upon
completing what they see as an unfinished, emancipatory project,
and attacked by Lyotard and others as the ultimate source of the
totalitarian and ecological nightmares that have bedevilled the
twentieth century. Of course, the Enlightenment functions here
as a symbol, both sides ignoring the influence of the scientific
revolution and philosophical contributions of seventeenth-century
England as well as the more pessimistic, so-called 'dark' side of
Enlightenment thinking.
With the emergence of the industrial working classes and
socialist movements in the nineteenth century, modernity in a
sense bifurcated, generating an internal critique and opposition
pressing for the fulfilment of egalitarian promises belied by
'bourgeois' society. After 1917 this polarity developed on a global
scale, generating, we would argue, a distinctive version and set of
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experiences of modernity that need to be distinguished from
what broadly we would want to refer to as 'capitalist modernity'.
However crude and preliminary the distinction between capitalist
and non-capitalist versions of modernity, it is important to register
the necessity of some such discrimination as a starting point and in
so doing to enter a strong reservation against the bluntness of
'modernity' tout court. In its flattening effects the concept of
modernity shares far too much with the notions of 'industrialism'
and 'modernisation' that hegemonised American sociology in the
1950s and 1960s and which discerned everywhere a neutral technicist logic, destroying especially in the Third World what were
taken to be traditional 'obstacles' to 'progress', the latter taking
the forms of urbanisation, 'national integration', embryonic
private enterprise industrialisation, the emergence of 'modem'
elites. etc., and also supposedly subjecting the state socialist world
to an industrial logic of 'convergence' with the West that was said
to be enforcing an economic and political pluralisation (Taylor,
1976 pp.3-41; Giddens. 1985, pp. 137-47).
Sociology. of course, is itself a child of modernity. emerging in
the Enlightenment as a set of systematic meditations in the
writings of Condorcet, Montesquieu, Ferguson, Smith and others
on the structure and evolution of societies. And as with modernity
more generally, the emergence of socialist discourses and especially
Marxism has introduced a chronic internal polarity within the
social sciences. However, it would certainly be wrong to imagine
that non-Marxist sociology has merely elaborated a series of
apologetics for the capitalist industrial modernity of which it has
formed a constitutive element. The writings of the most influential
figures, Weber especially, but those of Durkheim too, have an
acute ambivalence a nd a critical edge in relation to the pathos,
contradictions and unfulfilled promise of modernity, which it is
impossible to ignore.
Nevertheless, classical sociology paid little attention to the
existential demands of the single human individual whose fate it
was to live through the maelstrom of modernity. With one or two
significant exceptions, often of a theological cast, such as the
philosophy of Kierkegaard, this side of modernity was mostly
explored within art and literature. In 1843, we find Kierkegaard
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(1958, p. 89) reflecting upon what Matthew Arnold (1978) regarded as the 'repose' and 'confidence' of modem society as
follows:
I could perhaps reproduce the tragedy of my childhood, the
terrifying mysterious explanation of religion which an anxious
foreboding played into my hands, which my imagination worked
upon, and the scandal which religion aroused in me, all in a
novel called ' the mysterious family.' It would begin on an
e1Jtirely idyllic patriarchal note so that no one would suspect
anything until suddenly the word sounded which translated
everything into terror. (Ita1ics added).
The two sides of modernity, progressive union of scientific
objectivity and politico-economic rationa1ity somehow mirrored in
disturbed visions of unalleviated existential despair, are poignantly
expressed in the art of Goya. His royal portraits capture the
confidence of the ruler, while representations of manual labour, in
pictures like The Forge and The Knife Grinder, suggest the
awesome power at their command; against this putative union of
bourgeois command and proletarian productivity, however, Goya
invites us to see the 'dark' side of modernity, its loss of values,
faith and purpose reflected in a lithographic output depicting war,
madness and absurdity. No matter which of the countless interpretations of this exemplary artist's work that we take, whether, for
instance, we listen to Louis MacNiece's Autumn Journal (1939,
p. 27), in which we are told that Goya's royal portaiture is to be
seen as ultimately ineffectual parodies of self-importance, or
whether we follow Baudelaire who wrote:
Goya
Nightmare crammed with unfathomable things,
witches roasting foetuses in a pan,
crones at a mirror served by naked girls
who straighten stockings to entice the fiend;
what is clear is that such work seeks to penetrate beneath surfaces,
to revea1 truths, whether they be of the darkness lurking on the
other side of reality or of a luminescent future blocked only by the
absurdities of the present.
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Modernism

What, then, of modernism? Berman, in his account, sees modernism very broadly as the set of 'visions and ideas that aim to
make men and women the subjects as well as the objects of
modernisation, to give them the power to change the world that is
changing them' (1983 p. 16), thus including figures in literature, art
and music from both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. But,
as will become apparent, it is important to restrict the term
modernism to refer to the set of artistic, musical, literary, more
generally aesthetic movements that emerged in Europe in the
1880s, flourished before and after the First World War and became
institutionalised in the academies and art galleries o~st-Second
World War Europe and America. A brief and selectiVe lfstof
eminent figures usually regarded as distinctly modernist begins to
give an indication of the nature of the modernist project: Matisse,
Picasso and Kandinsky in painting, Stravinsky, Debussy and
Schoenberg in music, Henry James, Joyce and Kafka in literature,
poets such as Eliot. Pound. Rilke and Mallarme, and dramatists
such as Strindberg and Pirandello. Of course, at this point the
heterogeneity of modernism also becomes apparent, both across
artistic languages and aesthetic projects. Can there be anything
that unites Schoenberg's atonality in music, for example, with
cubism or surrealism in art? Alternatively, what unites postimpressionism, cubism, surrealism and abstract expressionism
in art?
Despite this heterogeneity, itself partly a product of a modernist
tendency to launch 'movements' (Bradbury and MacFarlane,
1976, pp~92-3), it Is possible to excavate a set of ke~ aesthetic
strategies which can be seen broadly to underlie the modernist
project and which distinguish it from the aesthetic realisms and
naturalisms which preceded it. In a perceptive account, Lunn, for
instance, idenlifies Tour main distinguishing motifs in modernism
(Lunn, 1985, pp. 34-7). First, an aesthetic self-reflexiveness,
reflected in the tendency of modem artists, writers and composers
to make their media of creation and artistic procedures o6jects of
attentioQin their own~. Joyce's exploration of the problem of
novel writing in Ulysses, Matisse's use of colour and perspective to
emphasise the significance of colour as art, Picasso's play on
the two-dimensionality of the painting surface in cubism (see
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Crowther's essay in our volume), Brecht's strategies to reveal the
mechanisms of theatricality in his plays are all prime examples. In
each there is a deliberate distancing from the naturalist aesthetic
of mere reflection of an objectively given outer reality, atrn an
exploration of tne 'reality..., or arttstic representation and construction. Second.!L juxtaposition or 'montage', which implies a
weakening of straightforward narrative and the creation of umttes ..,...
out of the simultaneous presence of .Qifferent perspectives. The
rhythmic and tonal simultaneity of Bartok's music, the use of
dissonance in Debussy and Schoenberg, the visual montage of an
Eisenstein film are all part of attempts to disrupt the simpler
harmonies and narrative structure of an earlier period. Past,
present and future aEECar more as aspects of a 'contin~s
present'. Paradox, ambiguity and uncertainty figure as the third
major theme. Typical here are the creation of multiple narrative
voices rather than a single infallible narrator, allowing either the
audience to attempt a resolution of the contradictions thus opened
up, as in some of Brecht's work, or leaving the reader, in the
manner of Kafka, with an enigmatic experience, or providing very
provisional syntheses in the style of cubist painters. Finally,
Lunn underlines the significance of the demise of the 'integrated
individual subject'. In contrast to the coherent personalities of
the realist novel, for example, the modernist novel presents
individuals as riven b_y psychic conflicts, while in expressionist and
cubist art the human form is either distorted or geometrically
recomposed.
This preoccupation of modernism with highlighting the means of
representation, the disruption of narrative, contradiction and
fragmentation in subjectivity and identity, and so on, should not,
however, be allowed to obscure the significance of an underlying,
and sometimes contradictory, tendency within most modernist
projects to cling to the belief that in principle the deeQ structure
of reality is knowable, that it is intellectually and culturally
penetrable, as it were, but requires aesthetic, philosophical and
psychic strategies more complex, inventive and self-reflexive than
the ones typically deployed in realist and naturalist forms. Surrealism, in fact, exemplifies this, mingling a surrender to the
unconscious and the celebration of fragmentation and incongruous
juxtaposition with varying degrees of commitment to the rational
control of the unconscious as well as to social revolution
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through various forms of affiliation wih Marxist theory and the
French Communist Party (Schneede, 1973, pp. 21-47; Short, 1976,
p. 308).
Modernity. then. on all of its sides, may also be defined inJ.gms
of an aspiration to reveal the essential truth of the world. That
truth will not reside on the surface of things, but will be hidd~ by
appearances, masked behind the phenomenal forms of the _eresent
~r secreted ~ay in the distance of the future. Defining modernity
in the terms of uncovering, of ripping away the layers of disguise,
of disclosing and realising the promise or threat of the future by
moving on and through where we are now, enables us to reconcile
the various sides of modernity.
The importance, nevertheless, of treating modernism in a
relatively distinct manner derives from the fact that despite its
inevitable links with modernity, modernism always also constituted,
in a sen~ a critique of modernity, for it clearly refused to endorse
any simplistic beliefs in theic""ogressi~ capaci.t)J)Lsciellce_and
technology to resolve an problems, nor did it hold with positivism
and the idea of the integrated individual subject that provided
the aesthetic, philosophical and psychological underpinning for
the celebratory grand narratives of both capitalist and socialist
versions of modernity.
On the other hand, it is partly because of this critical distancing
and the_form it took that there are Lines of continuity between
m~demism and what has come to be caJTed postrnodernism, for
the latter also constitutes a critique of tlie pretensions of modernity
and in some senses may be said to extend and deepen the critique
already begun b_y modeffiiS~At this pofnt, however, it IS worth
remarking that what has come to be identified as the 'modernist'
movement in ardzitecture - the field in which the impact of
postmodernism has become most widely known - actually constituted a celebration of the possibilities of modernity and in this
sense should be understood as distinct from modernisms in
painting, music, literature and poetry. The transition in Bauhaus
from an earlier expressionist influence to a commitment to function
and industrial design in architecture (Whitford, 1984) is indeed
illustrative of the contrast between modernisms in other fields and
the so-called modernist current in architecture which, in the form
of the 'International Style', became hegemonic in post-war mass
urban building programmes.
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The Reality of Postmodemism
The term 'postmodernism', Hassan says, 'has shifted from awkward
neologism to derelict cliche without ever attaining to the dignity of
concept' (19M5, p . 119). First apparently used in Spanish by
Frederico de Onis in the 1930s, it is in the literary commentaries of
Irving Howe, Harry Levin, Leslie Fiedler and Ihab Hassan himself
that the term gained currency in the 1950s and 1960s, then
acquiring both prominence and notoriety in the 1970s ana1980s,
especially through the architectural criticism of Charles Jencks and
the philosophical intervention of Jean-Franct<>is Lyotard's The

Poslmodern Condition.
Many doubt whether the term can ever be dignified by conceptual coherence. But there is encouragement in the paradox of a set
of cultural projects united by a self-proclaimed commitment to
heterogeneity, fragmentation and difference. And there are other
commonalities too, at least in part deriving from the reaction
against modernism. On the other hand, as we have remarked
earlier, the distinctiveness of postmodernism in relation to modernism is inevitably blurred, for it is, like modernism, in part a
critique of what it takes as the defining features of modernity. And
as with modernity/modernism, we shall insist on a relative distinction between ' post modernism', as a term that characterises a series
of broadly aesthetic projects, and 'postmodernity', as a social,
political and cultural configuration of which 'postmodemism' is
supposedly a constitutive element.
The following may serve as a schematisation of the defining
features of postmodernism in the arts. but with the qualifications
already entered and more, for in a rapidly changing terrain it can
only be provisional , and indeed we would argue that the term itself
can only be transitional and is likely to be r;:pJaced ~ senes of
other terms, as the cultural projects labelled postmodernist begin
to diverge, especially in the face of the kind of cooptation that
repeatedly recuperated new movements within modernism (a
point explored by Crowther here). In any case, no single typifica tion can expect to exhaust the sheer variety of projects that claim
or are saddled with the label, although we would like to draw
attention to the similarity between our account and those of our
contributors (Callinicos, Wolff and Caygill for example).
There is, in the first placet an attei'!!Et to dissolve the boundaries
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between 'hi~lt' and 'mass' culture. to find new languages which
synthesise and reconstitute new forms out of and beyond the old
divisions. Here one can see the significance of the reaction against
the elitism of high modernism and also its institutionalisation and
domestication especially in New York's Museum of Modern Art
and the Tate Gallery in London, the blunting of its earlier critical
edge through incorporation into the lucrative art market and its
elevation into the new orthodoxy. In this sense, the postmodernists constitute the sort of avant-garde that the Dadaists and
Surrealists represented against the alleged recuperation of various
forms of post-impressionism, but there is now a distinctive concern
to appropriate many of the popular cultural forrns of the post-war
period. Warhol's Pup Art, with its recycling of popular images,
and the combination of features from 'jazz' and 'classical' music in
Cage and Glass furnish some well-known instances. There is, too.
a concern to merge 'art' and 'life'. again reminiscent of an earlier
m•ant-garae, whicnlsevTdent in 'happenin~' and other art fo~s.
f:-n eclectic mixing of codes an<!_Myles, as in architecture which
uses motifs from Egyptian, classical and modernist styles- James
Stirling's Neue Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart is often cited (Jencks.
1986. pp. 18 19) - and in the work of artists such as Colin Self,
whose exhibition at the Hayward Gallery displayed work in a wide
range of styles including 'Women's Institute Evening Class style'
(Taylor, 1987, p. 45). The electicism meshes with an ironic playfulness which refers to previous styles and famous works. as in Peter
Blake's 'The Meeting' or 'Have a Nice Day, Mr. Hockney' (Jencks,
1986, pp. 4-5). Fantasy and reality are interwoven seamlessly, as
in Rushdie's novels, and Kureishi's film My Beautiful Launderette
(Henriques, 1989, pp. 1&-20). Indeed, the exploration of ethnic
minority .an<lfeminis.,tperspectives is a significant element of postmodernism, as is the impact of post-structliiihsm and Lacanian
psychoanalytic theory, with many ofthese influences coalescing in
individual projects such as Kelly's Post-Partum Document (discussed by Paul Crowther in this collection).
The term postmodernism. then, has some purchase on a set of
aesthetic and cultural projects. But it is often extended to include
poststructuralist work in literary theory. philosophy and history
(Derrida. Foucault, Lyotard), Rorty's forrn of pragmatist philosophy. post-positivist philosophy of science ( Kuhn, Feyerabend),
the textual movement in cultural anthropology (Clifford, Marcus).
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.md so on. However, this is arguably an over-extension of the
term. For one thing, not all the figures who appear on this sort of list
would accept the label. Moreover, if the postmodernisms we have
identified gain at least part of their commonality by their reaction
·•&ainst forms of modeJ!lismin.thC!..arlS_. then it has to be said that it is
hard to identify 'modernist' moments in philosophy, anthropolOgy,
etc. which are direct counterparts to modernism in the arts and to
which the so-called postmodernisms are a reaction. Indeed, as we
have pointed out, modernisms in part emerged as a critique of the
c.:mpiricism and positivism embedded in the projects to which the
,o-caJled postmodernists in philosophy and the social sciences are
also reacting, and in this sense, on tlie one band, there are some
commonalities between earlieunodernisms and the so-called_j>j)stmodernists in literarytheory~ linguistics, philosophy and social
analysis. On the other hand, it isdifficultto assimilate particular postmodernist strategies in fields like art and music to what are alleged to
be postmodernist trends in linguistics, philosophy and social theory.
Thus it can be highly misleading to lump together Cage, Derrida
and Lyotard, or Foucault, Rushdie and Rorty as postmodernists
and expect to derive significant commonalities which enable
collective appropriation or provide a collective critical target.
l yotard's own appropriation of the label has contributed considerably to the confusion that surrounds the terrn (we discuss
L yotard's intervention below).
Nevertheless, we would suggest that, given the overextension
that bas already taken place, and the terms of debate that have
already been set, it is at the present time not helpful simply to
refuse to characterise the work of Derrida or Foucault or Rorty as
'postmodernist' and thus to exclude them from further discussions
around the question of postmodernism. Thus, in our introduction
and in the volume as a whole, we think it legitimate to use the terrn
broadly to include discussions of, especially, poststructuralism in
literary theory, philosophy and historical and social analysis of the
kind inspired by Foucault and Derrida, but that this should be
done with a recognition of the fundamental difficulties of such an
assimilation and the probability that with futher developments the
divergences will become more pronounced and the terrn postmodernism will lose even further its classificatory power.
This having been said, it remains to point out that what has
made the extension of the term credible has been its purchase on a
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relatively widespread mood in literary theory, philosophy and the
social sciences concerning the inability of these disciplines to
deliver totalising theories and doctrines, or enduring 'answers' to
fundamental dilemmas and puzzles posed by objects of inquiry,
and a growing feeling, on the contrary. that chronic provisionality,
elurality of per.specti~s and incomm~urable.M>.eearances of the
f objects of inquiry in com~ting_ d~urses make the searchfor
ultimate answers or even answers that can command widespread
consensus a futile exercise. And this coincides with a relatively
widespread interestTn how various discourses within these disciplines rhetorically work to create illusions of theoretical coherence and empirical credibility, with institutional and intellectual
preconditions and effects of these discourses as forms of power
relations, and the deconstruction of the pretensions of these discourses and their replacement by strategies of inquiry and debate
(the genealogical method in Foucault, deconstruction in Derrida)
which are undertaken without the epistemological baggage of
earlier periods. And in tum, some of these themes have actually
been appropriated by artists, novelists, etc. who llave come to be
regarded as 'postmodemlsts', thus creating further grounds (albeit
provisional and temporary) for allowing 'postmodernism' to be
deployed in the way it has been m ffi1s colfection.
To put our argument differently, what allows an extension of the
term postmodernism to both the fine arts and trends within the
disciplines of literary theory, philosophy and the social sciences is
that they share a common condition which we would chara~se
as a crisis of 'reeresentation' or, more accurately, a series of crises
of representation, in which older modes of defining, appropriating
1 and recomposing_the objects of artistic, philosophical, literary and
social scientific languages are no longer credible and in which one
common aspect is the dissolution of the very boundary between
the language and its obiect, this in turn being related to the
acceptance of the inevitability of a plurality of perspectives and
the dissolution of various older polarities (popular/elite forms.
subject/object) and boundaries (for instance between disciplines
such as philosophy. sociology. history and psychoanalysis). It is
arguable that the idea of 'crises of representation' can be extended
I' to cover the crises of social class-dominated political movements
and discourses and some of the problems of political representation now apparent in both liberal democratic polities and state
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ocialist systems, thus allowing a characterisation of the 'postmodern condition' as one of a comcl<1ence l>efween crises of
1 presentation in the fine arts, philosophy, the social sciences and
modern' political institutions.
Of course, the concept of representation is being used here in
v ~rinus senses - epistemological, artistic and in relation to the
pc.llitical articulation of social 'interests'- which cannot be assimilttcd to one another. Nevertheless, once this caveat is borne in
mind, the idea of the postmodem condition as constituted by a
cncs of crises of representation provides a potentially fruitful
~ haracterisation of many fundamental aspects of the 'new times'.
However, this is not an account we can elaborate upon here.
Instead, we intend to examine other conceptions of the postmodern condition and most especially that advanced by Jeanl•ranfYois Lyotard, who remains today perhaps the most influential
theorist of postmodernity. Some key c~nceptions associated with
him were anticipated in earlier American contributions that are
worth revisiting.
Post-Industrialism and the End of Ideology Thesis

If modernism was always a compound of futurism, nihilism,
conservatism and revolution, a contradictory celebration and
condemnation of technology, and a thoroughly fearful invitation
uf social change, it is because whatever difference lies beyond
the perceptions of the present, one can only conceive of it with
apprehension. One way of defining postmodemity, then, might be
10 terms of the end of apprehensaon, the final arriVal at thil'Uture
.tnd the end of revelations. A vlsiO'il ofthis lund lay behind the end
of ideology thesis advanced by Bell, Lipset and others in the 1950s
.10d early 1960s, and also behind various conceptions of postmdustrial society (Bell, 1988; Lipset.• 1981).
The core of the 'end of ideology' thesis was not exactly that
hastorical progress had brought us to the point where the truth
of the world was plainly written on its finally revealed deeper
surfaces, but it was not, in fact, too far from this. For the 'end
of ideology' theorists, the power of general ideologies, such as
Marxism, was definitely on the wane. By the mid-sixties, ' protcstantism and catholicism, fascism , capitalism, communism, and
social democracy [had] all lost their power to inspire Western
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people to work hard, to live morally, or to change the world'.
(Lipset, 1981, p. 531). The basic 'end of ideology' thesis was, then,
that the days of alliance between politics and revelation were over.
This was taken to mean that we have reached the age of consensus,
that one vision of the ideal against which the modernist spirit
measures human achievement is no longer contested, and is finally
in sight.
The 'end of ideology' theorists' celebration of America as the
Good Society, and the political and ideological eruptions of the
1960s amongst students, anti-war activists, black minorities, third
world nationalists and feminists Jed to the rapid decline of the
thesis. With the benefit of hindsight, however, it can be seen that
the thesis was in some senses prefigurative, anticipating, especially
in its critique of Marxism, the thesis of the end of metanarratives
proclaimed by the theorists of postmodernity.
In 1974 Daniel Bell published The Coming of Post-Industrilll
Society. He claimed (1974, pp. 14ff) that the basic structure of
the emerging post-industrial society would be that of a service
economy dominated by a technical-professional class whose technical knowledge would not only make them the key decision
makers, but would also place them in control of the surveillance
(information and data banks) and fine tuning mechanisms (econometrics, for example) of society. Bell not only thought that the
irrational outcomes of uncontrolled market processes were going
to be replaced by the calculated outcomes of the technical application of rational choice theories to the computer-modelled and
system-analysed problems of administering a mass society, he also
now dreamed of politics, beyond crude material interests, which
would return to genuine debate over the nature of the good
society. As he put it,
the major source of structural change in society ... is the change
in the character of knowledge: the exponential growth and
branching of science . . . At first man sought to conquer the
natural order; and in this he has almost succeeded. In the last
hundred years he has sought to substitute a technical order for
the natural order; and in this he is well on his way. (1974,
pp. 44-5).
At first glance, it looks as if the post-industrial society thesis
meshes perfectly with the 'end of ideology' thesis: the notion that a
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technical elite might control the application of a universaJly valid
rntional analytic method to all aspects of social policy would
tppear to support the idea that total ideologies had become
tlcfunct, made powerless by the finally acknowledged arrival of
C:XllJified theoretical knowledge. The situation is, however, not
quite as clear as this. Bell does not, for example, support the idea
of a convergence between the USA and the USSR. The reason for
I hi!-> is that, in Bell's view, the notion of the post-industrial society
pplies only to the social strucure, and he distinguishes and omewhat intermittently - disconnects the social structure from
the polity, on the one hand, and from the culture on the other.
J'wo things may be said here. First, in addition to the many
nitiques of Bell's post-industrialism concept (see Miller, 1975;
Kumar, 1978), there is a clear contradiction between Bell's
prognosis for Western politics as participatory democracy crowned
hy impassioned debate among the technical elite on the nature of
lhe good life, and his statement that societal convergence is not to
hl· expected, since a similar social structure can exist in conjunclinn with a dissimilar political regime. If, however, democratic and
authoritarian (and presumably any others that one might mention)
rL"gimeo; are both on the post-industrial agenda, does that not seem
lo be a scenario for reinvigorated ideological competition of the
total kind that Bell had earlier dismissed? Second, and the reason
for the ultimate compatibility of the 'end of ideology' thesis and
the post-industrial society thesis, Bell's notion of post-industrial
culture, which is seen to be increasingly 'anti-institutional and
nnttnomian' (1974, p. 114) as opposed to the orientation within the
soctal structure which is marked by rationality and meritocracy,
constitutes an opening for multiple kinds of cultural formation. In
lhetr very diversity, such plural cultural forms may come to
constitute a kind of prophylactic against all forms of total political
tdcology. It must be said, however, that while such arguments
nnd conclusions are quite widespread today, as can be seen, for
example, in Abercrombie et al's critique of the dominant ideology
lhcsts ( 1980), much radical thought, particularly among Marxists
. nd feminists, still holds that the widespread hegemony of capitalist and/or patriarchal values still functions as total ideology which
~l.tnds in need of opposttion, demystification and dismantling.
It is perhaps no coincidence that the opposition in Bell's work
be twe en culture and structure mirrors the two sides of modernity
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and finalities; his hope is that a set of 'post-foundationalist' social
theoretic projects will in some way improve on the earlier record.
For Lyotard, what is required is a focus on the '\\hat happens', a
focus on the pragmatic:. of social worlds. This leads him to suggest
that a more adequate sociological method will be based on the
notion of communicative performance within language games, a
suggestion which echoes, in the field of linguistics, in Lecercle's
paper in this volume.
Wittgenstein's notion of language games seems to offer a
theoretical heuristic appropriate to postmodemity because it
stresses the simultaneously parochial and rule-bound nature of
social activities. In Wittgenstein's replacement of the logical
atomism of the Tractatus with the agonist approach of the Philosophical Investigations, we can see a version of the repudiation of
the metanarrative. But Lyotard is well aware that the postmodem
suspicion of general concepts does not mean that ideas like justice
and truth can now be regarded as obsolete, a point which it
is important to recognise in view of the powerful critique of
Baudrillard's postmodern scepticism which Christopher Norris
erects in this volume. It is at this point that Lyotard injects a
mysterious dynamism intu the language game concept by making
use of the Kantian notion of the sublime which is shifted away
from the aesthetic concern with transcendence, characteristic of
modern art, and toward a sociological and psychological impulse
to find new moves within the language games of social life. Thus.
in discussing postmodern science as 'the search for instabilities'.
Lyotard suggests that social development in the postmodem epoch
cannot now be seen as the fulfilment of some grand historical
narrative, but that it will be a pragmatic matter of inventing new
rules whose validity will reside in their effectivity rather than in
their compatibility with some legitimating discourse.
For Lyotard, then, postmodernity is seen as a post-metaphysical,
postindustrial, pluralist, pragmatic and restless set of partially
differentiated social orders. His view is consonant with the work of
both Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, with the former's
notion of ubiquitous but ultimately uncentred power relations, and
with the latter's critique of the conceptual monism that underlies
the Western philosophical tradition.
It must be pointed out, however, that this vision is open to
the kinds of critique that were levelled at the theorists of post-
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tndustrial society. In particular, we would argue that the theorists
of postmodernity have considerably overestimated the significance
of the theoretical debates and technological developments that
have marked the last ten years in the Western world. Structural
social inequality, economic-logic defying associations of inflation
and underemployment, the paradoxes of representative democracy, the continuing drive for profit, efficiency, cultural hegemony and increased market share by the mega-corporations, to
name just some of the abiding features of contemporary Western
capitalist society, seem to be little affected by the changing
patterns of knowledge, production and consumption identified
within avant-f{arde theoretical debate. This is not to doubt that we
are living through what the journal Marxism Today (October
1988) has infectiously called 'new times' , a combination of a new
global interdependency, an emergent post-Fordism in production
and consumption, a decline in the dominance of manufacturing
and traditional class politics, and so on, but to question whether
terms like post-industrialism or postmodernity are able to characterise with sufficient complexity and clarity the shape of the new
times.
Like modernity, then, postmodernity is a highly problematic
term. Although the present period is culturally, politically and
economically distinctive, the terms capitalist and socialist, for
example, have by no means lost their purchase on significant
social divisions, pressures and possibilities. 'Modernity' and 'postmodernity', although useful shorthand markers for the emergence
initially of urban industrialism and then for a period marked by
'new times' and various global crises, most especially of socialism,
and by the profound effects of post-colonialism, nevertheless lack
the theoretical and analytical discrimination necessary to grapple
with the complexities of the social, political and economic formations that exist as part of a heterogeneous but interdependent
global configuration.
There are, nevertheless, other aspects to these issues that we
need to look at more deeply. As we have remarked earlier and as
the contributions to this volume show, the postmodernism debate
is located particularly in regard to questions of social context,
political form, aesthetic practice and philosophical legitimation.
One area where all of these discourses come together is urban
design. The construction of the spaces in which we live and work
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that we have discussed. The question that we now have to address
is how many of the well-recognised theoretical inconsistencies and
empirical misdiagnoses that we find in the work of Bell are to be
found in the central social scientific text of postmodemism - JeanFran~;ois Lyotard's, The Postmodem Condition.

The Postrnodern Condition

In 1977, the President of the Conseil des Universit~s of the
Government of Quebec asked one of France's premier philosophers - Jean-Fran~;ois Lyotard - to construct a report on the
current state of knowledge in the advanced societies. In response
to this request, Lyotard published La Condition postmoderne in
1979.
This book continues some of the themes which are to be found
in the writings of both the end of ideology theorists and the postindustrialist society theorists. It accepts that Western societies
can be understood as post-industrial, and that the revolution in
microelectronics has had, and will continue to have, a profound
effect on the culture and social structure of the Western world. It
continues the attack upon Marxist grand theory, but this time
Marxism is not the principal target. Rather, it is subsumed under
the category of the metanarrative. For what Lyotard argues is that
all of the grand discourses of Western society, which is to say all of
the legitimating narratives which purport to provide valid and
definitive principles, in any sphere, applicable across all societies,
can now be seen to be defunct. He provides (1984, p. xxii) the
following examples of metanarratives: 'the dialectics of Spirit, the
hermeneutics of meaning, the emancipation of the rational or
working subject , [] the creation of wealth'. Lyotard, then, extends
the critique of ideology beyond the attacks upon Marxism that we
have discussed, into the realms of liberal political economy and
even into science.
How does Lyotard move from the given fact of technological
progress to a definition of postmodern society as characterised by
'incredulity toward metanarratives'? In the first place, there is a
kind of submerged Weberianism in his account. He argues that
refusal of metanarrative discourses (a refusal, by the way, which
he only demonstrates by selective references to theoretical work
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across a number of scientific disciplines) is a consequence of
progress in science. Because of this progress, science and technology stand in no need of legitimation: their achievements
function perfectly well on the practical plane. As a result of this,
Lyotard argues, somewhat elliptically, narrative begins to lose its
functions, its symbolic and legitimating role finally smashed by the
onward march of rationalisation.
There is however, no despondent conclusion. Lyotard does not
!'>ee an iron cage of bureaucracy built upon the printed circuit
boards of the computer society. Rather, he sees the postmodern
attitude as one of incredulity toward all statements which make
out that things have to be done in one particular way, and that
way only. The metanarrative of the bureaucratic imperative falls
discredited in postmodern society, just as the metanarratives of
Marxism, progress, liberal consensus, and unified science do.
Thus, although Lyotard would fiercely contest Daniel Bell's belief
in the universal applicability of some form of metanarrative of
consensus, he nevertheless shares the latter's hope for a form of
politics which might best be described as the art of judgement
formation in the absence of fixed rules (for fixed rules, applicable
across all cases, are metanarrativistic; what is more, what need is
there for real political debate if there are fixed formulae to be
applied?). As Lyotard {1984, p. xxv) puts it: 'Postmodern knowledge is not simply a tool of the authorities; it refines our sensitivity
to differences and reinforces our ability to tolerate the incommensurable. Its principle is not the expert's homology, but the
inventor's paralogy'.
What sort of understanding can we bring to our societies if
mdeed these changes are taking place, and if the consequences
of these changes are as Lyotard describes them? Traditional
sociology may not be of much help. Lyotard argues that sociology
is still largely based on one of two competing models: either
functionalist systems theory (based on a kind of organismic
metanarrative) or evolutionary contl.ict theory (ultimately based
on the Christian-Hegelian metanarrative of the final redemption
of the human spirit). Neither of these models, with their innumerable variants, can perform the task of grounding a true analysis of
human societies. As Stephen Crook argues in his chapter in this
volume, the general failures of social theory may be explained in
terms of its obsession with 'ends', with visions of finished worlds
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generally, raise profound political questions for the late twentieth
century and beyond.
But a fuller engagement with the debates needs some preliminary clarification of the key terms and interventions around
which the discussions are constructed. We attempt to provide this
in what follows. which is intended more as an over-arching essay
that frames the papers in the volume, rather than the sort of
conventional editorial introduction which focuses primarily on the
essays in a collection. Our strategy is borne of the strong sense that
an accessible overview of the key terms and issues would help
many to get an initial purchase on what appears at first sight to be
an impenetrable and specialised debate. Moreover, we hope that
our essay will make simplistic, dismissive judgements on the
theoretical and political significance of these developments more
difficult to sustain.
We must inquire first into whatever it is that postmodemity is
taken to have replaced. We must ask, therefore, what is the nature
of modernity.
~

~be Two Sides of Modernity
In a widely read and indeed justly celebrated discussion, Berman
attempts to encapsulate the experience of modernity by describing
it as a maelstrom that 'promises adventure, joy and growth, trans- ~
formation of ourselves and the world', but also threatens to destroy
cherished traditions and securities; it unites by cutting across class,
region and ideology and yet disintegrates through incessant
change, contradiction and ambiguity. It is generated, he says, by
great discoveries in the physical sciences, changing our images
of the universe and our place in it; the industrialization of
production , which transforms scientific knowledge into technology, creates new human environments and destroys old ones,
speeds up the whole tempo of life, generates new forms of
corporate power and • class struggle; immense demographic
upheavals, severing millions of people from their ancestral
habitats, hurtling them half-way across the world into new lives;
rapid and often cataclysmic urban grm.vth; systems of mass
communication, dynamic in their development, enveloping and
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binding together the most diverse people and societies; increasingly powerful national states, bureaucratically structured and
operated, constantly striving to expand their powers; mass social
movements of people, and peoples, challenging their political
and economic rulers, striving to gain some control over their
lives; finally, bearing and driving all these people and institutions along an ever-expanding, drastically fluctuating capitalist
world market. (Berman, 1983, p. 16).
Berman's powerful prose captures the global social and political
consequences of the forces unleashed on the world by urbanisation,
the industrial revolution and the French revolution which are
generally taken to have produced the distinctly 'modem' experience. Yet Berman makes little of the term postmodemism,
assimilating it as an uninteresting phase of 'modernism', and his
description of modernity also absorbs features that many regard as
distinctly posnnodern.
Importantly, Berman also underplays the significance of an
Enlightenment Weltanschauung, a belief in the omnipotence and
liberating potential immanent in the application of reason and
science to both the natural environment and to social relations, a
totalising confidence in the ability of human reason to penetrate to
the essential truth of physical and social conditions, thus making
them amenable to rational control. In the debates about postmodernism, the Enlightenment and its legacy have become a
polarising axis, defended by those, such as Habermas, intent upon
completing what they see as an unfinished, emancipatory project,
and attacked by Lyotard and others as the ultimate source of the
totalitarian and ecological nightmares that have bedevilled the
twentieth century. Of course, the Enlightenment functions here
as a symbol, both sides ignoring the influence of the scientific
revolution and philosophical contributions of seventeenth-century
England as well as the more pessimistic, so-called 'dark' side of
Enlightenment thinking.
With the emergence of the industrial working classes and
socialist movements in the nineteenth century, modernity in a
sense bifurcated, generating an internal critique and opposition
pressing for the fulfilment of egalitarian promises belied by
'bourgeois' society. After 1917 this polarity developed on a global
scale, generating, we would argue, a distinctive version and set of
v
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and finalities; his hope is that a set of 'post-foundationalist' social
theoretic projects will in some way improve on the earlier record.
For Lyotard, what is required is a focus on the '\\hat happens', a
focus on the pragmatic:. of social worlds. This leads him to suggest
that a more adequate sociological method will be based on the
notion of communicative performance within language games, a
suggestion which echoes, in the field of linguistics, in Lecercle's
paper in this volume.
Wittgenstein's notion of language games seems to offer a
theoretical heuristic appropriate to postmodemity because it
stresses the simultaneously parochial and rule-bound nature of
social activities. In Wittgenstein's replacement of the logical
atomism of the Tractatus with the agonist approach of the Philosophical Investigations, we can see a version of the repudiation of
the metanarrative. But Lyotard is well aware that the postmodem
suspicion of general concepts does not mean that ideas like justice
and truth can now be regarded as obsolete, a point which it
is important to recognise in view of the powerful critique of
Baudrillard's postmodern scepticism which Christopher Norris
erects in this volume. It is at this point that Lyotard injects a
mysterious dynamism intu the language game concept by making
use of the Kantian notion of the sublime which is shifted away
from the aesthetic concern with transcendence, characteristic of
modern art, and toward a sociological and psychological impulse
to find new moves within the language games of social life. Thus.
in discussing postmodern science as 'the search for instabilities'.
Lyotard suggests that social development in the postmodem epoch
cannot now be seen as the fulfilment of some grand historical
narrative, but that it will be a pragmatic matter of inventing new
rules whose validity will reside in their effectivity rather than in
their compatibility with some legitimating discourse.
For Lyotard, then, postmodernity is seen as a post-metaphysical,
postindustrial, pluralist, pragmatic and restless set of partially
differentiated social orders. His view is consonant with the work of
both Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, with the former's
notion of ubiquitous but ultimately uncentred power relations, and
with the latter's critique of the conceptual monism that underlies
the Western philosophical tradition.
It must be pointed out, however, that this vision is open to
the kinds of critique that were levelled at the theorists of post-
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tndustrial society. In particular, we would argue that the theorists
of postmodernity have considerably overestimated the significance
of the theoretical debates and technological developments that
have marked the last ten years in the Western world. Structural
social inequality, economic-logic defying associations of inflation
and underemployment, the paradoxes of representative democracy, the continuing drive for profit, efficiency, cultural hegemony and increased market share by the mega-corporations, to
name just some of the abiding features of contemporary Western
capitalist society, seem to be little affected by the changing
patterns of knowledge, production and consumption identified
within avant-f{arde theoretical debate. This is not to doubt that we
are living through what the journal Marxism Today (October
1988) has infectiously called 'new times' , a combination of a new
global interdependency, an emergent post-Fordism in production
and consumption, a decline in the dominance of manufacturing
and traditional class politics, and so on, but to question whether
terms like post-industrialism or postmodernity are able to characterise with sufficient complexity and clarity the shape of the new
times.
Like modernity, then, postmodernity is a highly problematic
term. Although the present period is culturally, politically and
economically distinctive, the terms capitalist and socialist, for
example, have by no means lost their purchase on significant
social divisions, pressures and possibilities. 'Modernity' and 'postmodernity', although useful shorthand markers for the emergence
initially of urban industrialism and then for a period marked by
'new times' and various global crises, most especially of socialism,
and by the profound effects of post-colonialism, nevertheless lack
the theoretical and analytical discrimination necessary to grapple
with the complexities of the social, political and economic formations that exist as part of a heterogeneous but interdependent
global configuration.
There are, nevertheless, other aspects to these issues that we
need to look at more deeply. As we have remarked earlier and as
the contributions to this volume show, the postmodernism debate
is located particularly in regard to questions of social context,
political form, aesthetic practice and philosophical legitimation.
One area where all of these discourses come together is urban
design. The construction of the spaces in which we live and work

